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Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of Crystal Defects 
with Particular Emphasis to Silicon 

Lih-Juann Chen 

Physics'Department and Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Electron micrographs obtained at high voltages and computed defect 

image intensity profiles (by solving many-beam dynamical equations of 

the theory of electron diffraction contrast) have been used to determine 

the best imaging conditions for small loops and closely spaced disloca-

tion dipoles in systematic reflection conditions. Two practical examples 

of contrast analysis are described. 

In the first, it is shown: how the nature of stacking faults 

(intrinsic or extrinsic) can be found, from the contrast of dark field 

images formed in lg when the 2g systematic condition is satisfied. 

The contrast is high if the phase factor 27T 
a =- 3 and considerably 

lower when a 
27T 
~· This is a general method and does not have the 

limitations of current methods of analysis, unless defects are very 

small ( << the extinction distance). 

In the second example, further exploration is made of the improved 

I:"esolution that can be obtained for diffraction contrast at defects such 
.~ 

as dislocations by lowering the effective extinction distance, e ._g. by 

dark field weak-beam, or bright field high order reflection, imaging; 

The methods have been applied to defects in boron implanted silicon in 

which for the first time, dissociated loops have been resolved. F.rom' 

the separation of the partials, the stacking fault energy is estimated 
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to be 45+6 ergs/cm
2 

(isotropic elasticity) or 51+7 ergs/cm
2 

(anisotropic 

elasticity theory). 

The intrinsic stacking fault energies of fourdi.amond cubic structure 

elements and eleven zincblende structure compounds have been calculated 

by the pseudopotential method to second order perturbation approximation. 

All the calculated stacking fault energies die pcisitive indicating that 

the method applies better to open structure crystals than close-:-.packed 

ones, as it gives negative. values for some f.c.c. me.tals. Also from 

comparison with the available experimental data, the agreement is always 

to the saine order compared to one to two order discrepancy between 

experimental and theoretical values obtained by hard sphere models. 
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I. INTRODUCIION 

The rapid development of high voltage electron microscopy (HVEM) 

has now established the technique as one to the most important inno-

vations in electron microscopy in the past decade, as evidenced by the 

content of the proceedings of the most recent international conferences 

on high voltage electron microscopy (H.V.E.M.). 1 ' 2 

High voltage (accelerating voltage 500kV or above) electron 

... microscopes are capable o.f examining specimens that are approximately 

. l~m or more thick, compared to O.Os~m to O.l~m for the normal lOOkV 

.instrument. .Not only does it extend the realm of investigations to _ .· 

materials for which thin foils are difficult to prepare, but also en-

ables researchers to take a close look at thicker specimens which are 

·.·more representative of the properties of bulk materials. 

In the face of inevitable and fast reaching exhaustion of earth's 

oil fuel energy resources, an understanding of the radiation damage 

· process and the application of knowledge to provide nuclear and solar 

materials is one of the foremost tasks of material scientists today. 

H.V.E.M. has found itself in a particularly important and unique posi

.tion in the versatile field of radiation damage. The advantages .of ir:_ 

radiation with high voltage electron beams are the in;_situ observation 

of microscopic behavior during irradiation and the continuous production 

of single point qefects in a well-controlled manner, without transmuta-

tion effects, without the introduction of ~mpurities and without colli

sion cascades. 3 ' 4 
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. 5 
Recent experiments and theory on the critical voltage effect have 

shown that this effect may be used not only for accurate determination 

of atomic scattering factors but also for determination of Debye temper-

atures, measuring the degree of order of partially ordered alloys, in-

creasing defect contrast and detecting inhomogeneity in crystals. Since 

the critical voltages for most metals and alloys fall within the range 

lOOkV-lOOOkV, it becomes one o'f the major applicad .. ons of HVEM. 

Because the Bragg 'angle of crystal diffraction is·smaller at high 

voltages as a result of shorter wavelength, both spherical aberration 

and chromatic aberration• are smaller. Consequently,. the resolution is 

improved at high voltages. In many cases, aperture shift dark field 

(D.F.) imaging gives micrographs of quite adequate quality·. The smallness 
. . 

of the Bragg angle is also advantageous in such experiments as multiple 

. 6 
beam imaging proposed by Hashimoto to enhance the resolution. 

In spite of high cost, massive siz.e and x-ray irradiation, which 

can be listed as disadvantages of HVEM, the advantages of the instrument 

appear to be overwhelming. However, the contrast analysis of defects 

for H.V.E.M. is more involved. The present electron microscope study is 

mostly concerned with this aspect of H.V.E.M. 

·. 7 8 
Dynamical theory of electron diffraction for imperfect crystals ' 

has been successfully applied to interpret many of the observed defect · 

contrasts. Basically, it involves the solution of Schrodinger's equa"-

tion with a proper defect potential function. Like most of the quantum 

mechanical problems, except for extremely restricted cases, the analyt-. 

ical solution is wanting. Some complexit~es of this particular problem 

are: 

\i 
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1. The choice of suitable defec_t potential function; especially in 

many high resolution studies, no model is known a priori. Should 

we choose isotropic or anisotropic crystal defect potential? 

2. the iitiportance of surface effects; how well we can treat the de-

feet in.thin film as it exists in infinite medium? 

3. The account of inelastic scattering of electrons; is the phenom-

enological approach to add an imaginary part to the real potential 

. ~ . ""' adequate? If so, what values should we use? 

A. The influence of many variable parameters, such as thickness-of the 

foil, depth and dimension of defects ana defect plane. How impor-

tant are they? 

5. In the solution of the equations, are the approximations, such as the 

column approximation, two beam approximation justified? 

In the H.V.E.M., theoretical analysis of contrast is particularly 

complicated due to strong many beam interactions. This is because the 

radius of curvature of the Ewald sphere increases as the electron wave_; 

length decreases at higher energy, and also the increase of effective 

interaction potential due to relativistic corrections. 

As mentioned above, the solution of the many beam dynamical equa-

tions, in th~ presence of a·defect strain field, is essentially intract--

able by analytical techniques. Numerical computation using a digital 

computer is usually required. While the approximations usually employed 

appear to be generally applicable, they have not been extensively tested, 

so that supporting experiments are necessary before generalizations carl 
i 

be made of the suitability of many beam dynamical theory for the quanti..: 
,·, 

tative characterization of crystal latt:ice defects. From the experimental 
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point of view, to avoid misinterpretation and fully exploit obtained 

information the correlation with theory is very desirable. . , . 

To examine many beam effects in HVEM, systematic reflections, which 

are the reflections corresponding to reciprocal lattice points lying in 

a straight line, is an important and convenient choice. This is because 

systematic reflections are unavoidable and readily obtainable experimen-

tally. Also one may reasonably hope the conditions for invisibility of 

defects are valid for all the systematic reflections if they are valid 

for the low order reflection g, which enormously simplifies the analysis. 

The present investigation is limited to this kind of reflection condition. 

The image contrast theory is in a way taking account of the local 

change of conditions of Bragg diffraction, which occurs because of the 

bending of crystal planes in the vicinity of dislo~~tions. Int~itively, 

if the.low order reflection·spot for a perfect crystal is sufficiently 

far away from the Bragg condition, only those regions with large bending 

of crystal plane will show strong contrast. The direct consequence of 

this imaging condition is that the image peaks are narrow and also that 

they lie close to the projection of the dislocation core. These consti

tute the theoretical basis of the weak beam (W.B.) method. 9 •1° From 

considering interband transition of Bloch waves, Goringe et a1. 11 

showed that for higher ordeJ:' .. ,reflections, fewer strong interband trans!-

tions of Bloch waves occur for both bright field (B.F.) and W.B .• Since 

different interactions can give rise to images in different positions, a 

simpler image may result for high 1.ofder reflections. Also the difference 

in the magnitude of wave~vectors of dominant transitions increases with 

increasing order. The implication for electron microscopy is that both 
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high order bright field12 (H.O.B.F.) and W. B. images of defects may be 

narrow, since the image width is approximately inversely proportional to 

the difference of .wave-vector of the dominant transition. Two of the 

experimental examples are shown in Fig.· 1 and Fig. 2. The captions are 

self-explanatory. 

For the study of small loops (6oA-50oA) and closed spaced disloca-

tion pairs. (dipoles or dissociated dislocations etc.), the small size 

and strong strain field of the defe<!ts make their conventional bright 

field and dark fi~ld images complicated, having little relevance to the 

, actual shape of the defects themselves and their widths are often two 

or three times broader than the dimensions of the defects. For the 

characterization of the defect, especially the defect geometry, it is 

necessary t;o use non-conventional technique in order to obtain narrow 

images. The W.B. and H.O.B.F. techniques are particularly suitable for 

.these investigations. ( 

The research on electron microscopy described in this thesis was 

initiated with a view to studying defect image contrast and resolution 

in H. V .E.M. under systematic reflecting conditions. Included are three 

conclusive results: 

1. Optimal imaging condition for small loops and closely spaced dis-

location dipoles. 

2. A rapid method to determine the nature of stacking faults~ 

3. Resolution of dissociated dislocation loops in boron-implanted 

silicon and herewith determining the stacking fault energy using 

W.B. m¢thod. 

·,. 
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In the computer calculations of defect image contrast the column 

approximation was employed. Surface effects were neglected and inelastic 

scattering was taken irito account by imposing an imaginary part of the 

potential. ·For silicon, the ratio between the imaginary and real parts of 

the potential was taken ~o be 0.06 for lOOkV and corrected to 0.022 at 
. ' . : 

650kV for all order reflections corresponding to approximately the ex-

. .·. . 13 
perimental value determined by Bell. It was also assumed that defect 

strain fields are the same as those in an isotropic medium. The correla-

tion between experimental and theoretical results showed these assuinp-

tions were. justified. 

The second part of the research is the calculation of stacking 

fault energy in diamond cubic structure elements and zincblende structure 

semiconductor compounds. It should be emphasized that although for eas·e 

of presentation, the thesis has been divided into two parts, the inter-

relationship of them is a close one. 

Stacking' fault energy (SFE) is an important parameter in the theory 

of plastic deformation and phase 'transformations. One of the irmnediate 

applications of the W.B. method is to accurately measure the SFE, since 

the SFE is inversel;Y proportional to the separation of the partials of 

a dissociated dislocation arid this separation can be accurately deter-

mined by W.B. method. But the requirements for the resolution of dis-

lpcation separation of th'e order·of 40A or so for high SFE materials are 

so stringent that it is very desirable to have a theoretical.estimate of 

SFEs on hand so as to save fruitless efforts by the experimentalists in 

this field. 
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14 Hodges . developed a calculational method to obtain stacking fault 

energies in closed-packed simple metals. He used a pseudopotential (PP) 

15-18 . formulation appl1ed to second order perturbation theory. His 

calculations, which make use of the model potentials of Heine and 

Ab k 19 . f" d .h ' . ·1 d (1 1 f Al 1 aren ov, con 1.rme t e expermenta tren · ar,ge va ue or , ow 

for Ph) but were not very accurate and even gave negative values for Ph 

and Zn. Hodges attributed his discrepancies to (a) the uncertainty of 

+ 
the PP for large momentum transfer q, (b) the use of a local PP instead 

of a non~local angular-momentum dependent one. 

The use of PP is a natural one for this kind.of problem: it is con-

ceptually simple, easy to handle and known to be accurate to about 1% 

in the determination of one-electron properties,and say 20% in structural 

·properties,whenever volume effects do not play a role. Such :ls the case 

in the stacking fault problem. 

From the point of view of simplicity of the numerical procedures, a 

local PP is undoubtedly a very desirable feature. It is known however 

that local,,P~ only work well for a small number of elements on the per-' 

iodic table, and usually very well only for Na, Mg, Al and Si. 
. ·~ 

We have chosen to determine the stacking fault energy in diamond-

structured silicon first for several reasons: 

(i) 
17 20 

The P:P is very will known and has been repeatedly tested '· 

.. against many experimental data. 

(ti) A local PP works extremely well for silicon. 

(l..l.·l.·) Th . 1 1 f h k f 1 21 . I 2 . e exper1.menta va ue o t e stac ing au t energy, 55 erg em 

is well known and more accurate than most. 
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(iv) An intrinsic stacking fault in Si does not change the local 

tetrahedral coordination of any atom and therefore chemical-bond argu-

22 ments point out to the suitability of PP schemes and ordinary linear 
.J 

screening theory. 

(v) The stacking fault properties can be used .to supplement infor-

mation on the properties of the various polytypes and amorphous forms of 

• 23 silicon, which are presently the subject of intensive stud1es. 

(vi) We would like to tes-t a PP calculation of this sort to see whe-

ther in an open structure (e.g. the diamond ~tructure) it works better 

than in a closed-packed one. 

The calculations were later extended to other diamond cubic 

structure elements and ziricblende compounds. From the available experi-

mental data, the results indicated that the second order perturbation 

PP calculation applies much better to open structures than to the F.C.C. 

close packed structure. 
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II. STUDY OF IMAGE CONTRAST AND RESOLUTION OF CRYSTAL DEFECTS 
. IN HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

A .. optimal Imaging Condition of Small Loops and Closely 

·' 
Spaced Dislocation Dipoles 

The object of this study was to determine, experimentally, the best 

imaging condition for small loops and elongated loops (analogous to close-

ly spaced dipoles) in boron irradiated silicon. Comput;:er calculation of 

images for the same diffracting conditions as obtained experimentally 

were performed to study the correlation between experiment and theory. 

1. Foil Preparation 

Thin foils of post ..... irradiation annealed boron-implanted silicon for 

electron microscopy were prepared' by ultrasonically cutting and dishing 

3mm discs. These were then chemically polished from the non-implanted 

side. 

2. Experiments 

... . ~ .. . . 
Images at exact ng Bragg conditions, ng from -6g to 5g for g = [111] 

and -4g to 3g for g = [220], i.e. systematic bright-field and weak-beam 

images at 650 kV have been obtainedusing a Hitachi 650 kV electron 

microscope. The nomenclature used here is adopted as in Ref. 11. The 

defect image widths''"'lqere measured on the electron microscope plates by 
' : .'.!-

·densitometer traces across specific defects. 

3. Crystallographic Characterization of the Defects 

Many published results24- 27 indicated that small loops exist predomi

nantly of Burgers vector t < 110 } prismatic type and.~ < 111 } Fran~ type. 

Jenkins et al60 made theoretical and experimental investigations on small 

Frank loops at 100 kV using the weak beam method. Our present study is 

restricted to prismatic loops at high voltages. The long rod-like defects 
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28 were identified to be elongated loops by Madden and Davidson. Although 

there are two kinds of defect geometry possible, i.e. one that lies on 

4. Results 

Results of imaging elongated loops, which closely approximate dipole 

images and were treated as dipoles, at 650 kV g=[220]. from lgto 3g in the 

bright field and the weak beam, are shown in Fig. 3. The maximum image 

separation in both B.F. and W.B. occur at the 2g condition. This is shown 

in Fig. 4 where the separation of the two image peaks (as measured by the 

microdensitometer traces) of defect a in Fig. 3 are plotted. Defect c 

in the same figure, shows similar image contrast. This is in contradiction 

. 29 with an earlier speculat1on that the image separation may be larger for 

higher order reflection conditions. The fact that dipple image separation 

; ·g 10 
decreases beyond 2g in W.B. may be expected from weak beam analys1s.' The 

higher the order of reflection, the larger is the deviation parameter 

s from Ewald sphere; the higher the value of Sg, the closer is the image 
g 

11 to the core (Goringe et al). When the outside contrast condition is 

satisfied, 7 this implies that the image separation of two dislocations 

should decrease as s increases. 
g 

Calculated profiles of dipole images (60 A 0 and lOOA 0 ) in the br'ight-
~ 

field and the weak beam are shown in Fig. Sa for g = [220] for ng and in 

Fig. Sb for (n+O.OS)g {n=l,4). These graphs yield data on changes in the 

image as higher order of reflections are excited •.. This corresponds to the 
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experiment shown in Fig. 1. The variance in imagecharacteristics for 

small change in diffracting conditions·can also be studied from these 

graphs and will be discussed-later in the paper. 

The maximum separation of the dipole image, in agreement with ex-

periment, occur at the 2g Bragg condition. The effect of exciting further 

reflections mainly decreases the image separation. In accordance with the 

experiment, the dipoles are not resulved for the lg condition (Fig. 6a). 

Compute4 image visibility and width at different reflecting conditions 

are shown in Figs. 6b,c. The Michelson criterion)6 has been used for 

visibility. The graphs show that maximum visibility and slightly wider 

images are associated with the 2g Bragg cond:ttion. · This provides the best 

imaging conditions for the small defects we were investigating. 

Figure 6 was plotted for the weak beam case only, while experiments 

and computed intensity profiles show in Fig. 5 indicate similar B.F, and 

W.B. image behavior.· The asymmetry of the image peak arid low contrast 

inB~F. makes it difficult to adopt a meaningful visibility criterion 

such as the Michelson Visibolity can do for the W.B. case. Therefore, 

we only note the similarity of B.F. and W.B. images in contrast, width, 

separation variationwith changing diffracting conditions. 

-+ -+ 
Figure 7. shows the case for g= [111], when ng condition is satisfied 

(n=2,5). The lg micrograph has very poor image contrast and. is not 

shown. For the 2g condition, contrast is also quite poor as shown in 
~ 

the figure. However, for n = 3, the contrast becomes distinctly better 

and the image width of the line defects are quite narrow. In fact, the 

partials of the dissociated elongated loop A which have a separation of 

about 7sA are all r~solved in these cases. (See IIC.) Since in practice 
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a purelysystematic reflection is much more difficult to obtain for higher 

order reflections than the lower one, and due to the weakness of the weak 

beam for the very high order reflection limits the practical use of the 

method. The. lowest order reflection which gives good contrast and reso-

lution is considered to be the best imaging condition, which is the 3g 

reflection in the present case. 

It is noteworthy that these best imaging conditions are close to those 

of maximum transmission for perfect crystals at 1Mev, 31 -although the 

detailed-nature of the correlation is not clear. 

Computer calculations were carried out to find out how well the ex-

periments correlate with thecontrasttheory and what other parameters 

may have strong influence on this effect. Figur,e 8 shows a plot _of visi-

bility vs. diffracting conditions near 2g and it shows,·with slight change 

ins, that the visibility of W.B. decreases sharply (f~om 0.96 to 0.46). 

Figure 9 shows the depth dependence of visibility. When the depth of the 

loop was changed 

and 0.97. For a 

from 0.5 to 11; the visibility fluctuated between 0.88 g . 
I 

fixed depth (d = 1/21; f, but differing thickness from 
g . 

21; t:o 3.751; , the visibility varied from 0.34 to 0.9 i.e. qaving a much g.· ·. g. 
" 

more pronounced effect (Fig. r'o)'. Further computations for thicker .speci-

mens varying t_hickness (t= 5-61; ,~ d = 11; ) and depth (t = 51; , d = 1....,21; ) ; g g, -· g g· 

showed similar image behavio.r. The,dependence on accelerating voltages 

(300-650 kV) {Fig. 11) and ·.'defect size (30-:-SOoA) (Fig. 6b) were found to 

··be much less than the thickness dependence. 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

The conclusion of the experiment and theoretical calculations to deter-

mine the optinum imaging conditions is t-hat best images combining good 

visibility and narrow width occur around 2g
220 

and 3g
111 

at 650 kV.-

-J 
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These are also the conditions of maximum transmission as found by Humphreys 

et al. 
31 

For imaging closely-spaced dipoles it was found that the maximum 

dipole-image separation occurs at 2g
220 

for both B.F. and W.B. Contrary 

to an earlier expectation, further tilting to higher orders of g does 

not increase image separation. 29 This contradiction may be resolved by 
J 

noting that in W.B. cases, the shift of the image from its core positioh de-

creases the higher the order of the reflection. 9 

The calculations for B.F. show similar results (Figs. Sa,b). 

Consequently, at higher orders the image separation is more nearly equal 

to the core separation, i.e. the image separationdecreases. It is; 

therefore, concluded that for work requiring small image shifts froin core 

I 
positions, high order systematic B.F. and W.B. images are beneficial (e.g. 

dissociated dislocations). 

B. Determination of the Nature of · 

Stacking Faults in fcc and de Crystals 

From two beam dynamical theory, rules have been derived for the 

7 3 determination of the nature of stacking faults in fcc and de crystals ' 

which relyon the observation of the outermost fringes when the stacking _) 

fault intersects the foil surface. Subsequent calculations using the 

systematic many-beam dynamical equations have shown that the same infor

mation can be obtained without as many restrictions.. Be1133 suggested 

a many-beam method suitable in high voltage microscopy that would determine 

the nature of faulted loops without requiring faults to intersect the foil 

surface. Themethod depends upon the fact that different contrast is 

observed in bright field (B.F.) images if the phaseangle change at the 
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-+ -+ -+ 
fault a = 2ng.R is positive or negative, (g is the diffraction vector 

-+ 
and R the fault displacement vector). 

This observation was thought originally to be a critical voltage • 
5 effect but was subsequently shown to be due to systematic many-beam 

34 . ~ • 
inte"t'actions with the contrast difference at the critical voltage being 

particularly pronounced. 
. 35 
However, Tan showed that the contrast in 

bright-field is thickness dependent, which obviously limits the usefulness 

of the method, since the thickness of·the foil has to be known before 
. ..:-'' ' 

-+ -+ 
the correct sign of a = 2ng.R can be determined. 

In an attempt to sort out the exact relationship between the contrast 

of the stacking fault and thickness of the foil, the present results have 

shown that -whilst the relative contrast of B.F. fringes are always depend-

ent on the thickness of the foil, if an image is formed in lg dark field 

. ~-+ ' 
(D.F.) then the contrast is uniquely determined by a.= 2ng.Rwhen the 2g 

Bragg condition is exactly satisfie~ (lg is the first otder reflecti6n of 

the systematic set). The D.F. lg stacking fault image exhibits higher 

contrast when the phase change a 
-+ -+ ' 2TI = 2Tig.R at the fault is - ~ and an 

observably lower contrast when a. = + 2; with modulus 2n, independently of 

foil thickness. Similar contrast effects can be fourid when the symmetry 

diffraction condition is satisfied, but its application is less practical, 

as will be discussed in a later section. 

1. Computer Calculations 

Using the systematic a:..beam dynamical approximation, 8 the B.F. and 

D.F. image profiles of stacking fiiults in silicon have been calculated 

for different diffraction conditions, accelerating voltages and thickness 

of the foil. The results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. 
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Since the phase angle change a appears only in the argument of the 

trigonometric function in the dynamical equations, the solution is in-

variant under a change of phase angle by a multiple of 2rr. All the phase 

angles referred to below will be in the principal value region, i.e. 

-TT ( a ( rr with modulus 2rr. 

For the calculated image intensity profiles, the maximum intensity 

has been normalized to unity to show the details of the fririge contrast. 

Since the relative intensity determines the contrast, the visibility 

of the fringes are not changed when the scale is varied. 

Figures 12(a) shows lg. (2g, s=O) D.F. image profiles of a stacking 

fault. The foil thickness varies from 4 to 5 extinction distances (~g) · 

with increments of 1/4 ~g. It can be seen clearly that the visibility of 

2TT · r. 2TT 
the fringes for a=- 3 is generally much higher than that~for a=+ 3 

at all thicknesses. For a = + 
2TT · · . 
3 , at most for 1 or 2 fringes because 

of the extremely low intensity at minimum, the visibility has about the 

same value as that for a = - 2; , but this is unlikely to be observed in 

practice due to it~ low intensity. 

Figure 12(b) shows the B.F. image profiles correspo:nding to those in 

Figure 12(a). 2TT The contrast difference of fringes for a = ±·3 are large 

at foil thicknesses (t) of 4.25~g and 4.75~g. At all other thicknesses, 

the contrast of both cases is much lower. 

We have also calculiited the effects to be expected if 2g is not quite 

exactly satisfied, i.e. for ~ 0 or ( 0. · This was done at reflecting 

conditions of 1.95g and 2.05g at all the thicknesses stated above. Whilst 

21T 
_in many instances the contrast difference for a=± 

3 
cases is large, 
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as at s = 0, the effect is thickness dependent for both B.F. and D.F. 

images. From a: practical viewpoint-, therefore~ the foil must be oriented 

at exactly s = 0 for 2g if the value of a is to be found, which can be 

readily obtained if sharp Kikuchi lines are present. 

Calculations have also been carried out for symmetrical reflecting 

conditions. At the exact symmetry position, pronounced contrast differ-

ences can be found between D.F~ images for the first order refl~ctions on 

both sides of the transmitted beam, (i.e. for ±g). But for slightly de-

viated positions from the exact symmetrical case, the contrast difference 

changes drastically and no general rule can be used. Because it is diffi

cult to judge whether the summetry reflection condition is exactly satis...;. 

fied, 'the method is considered to be unimportant experimentally. By 

comparison of image profiles of stacking faults at 100 kV and 650 kV·, we 

have found that the contrast difference of images for a = ± 2; at 100 kV 

is much less pronounced than their counterpart at 650 kV, confirming Bell's 

conclusion that the contrast· truly arises from inany-beam dynamical inter-

actions, the strengths of which increase with increasing voltage. 

Figure 13 is a graphical representation simulating the contrast 

effects shown in Figure 12. These were obtained by the overprinting 

method of image processing. 36 Eight grey levels (which linearly are 

proportional to the intensity of the image) were used. 

2. Experiments 

The features of the D.F. and B.F. images predicted by theory and 

shown in Figs. 12 and 13 have been verified experimentally. This new 

method has been checked using the conventional method of analysing fault 

contrast. 7 •32 

-1 • 

" 
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Stacking faults in < 111 ) epitaxial silicon have been used for the 

investigation. Figure 14(a) shows a normal D.F. image of a stacking 

~ 

fault for g = [.220]. The fault is readily identified to be extrinsic 

~-

since if g is placed at the center of the fault, it points toward the 

·. . 7 32 
light fringe and the method of Amelinckx et al. appl1es. ' The top 

edge of the fault is determined to be at the light fringe edge in Figure 

. . 7 37 
14(a). This can be found by several well-known methods. ' · The fault 

plane is therefore (111) and the geometrical configuration is show in 

~ 

Figures 14(b) and 14(c.). Since the fault is extrinsic, R = 1/3[111], 

. I ~ -a= 2ng.R = 2TI x 4 3 =+~(modulus 2rr). From Figure 12, the lg D.F. 

stacking fault images with 2g satisfied should show observably lower 

2TI 2TI contrast for a = + --· than for a = . 3 ' 3 
.- . 2TI 

Figure 14(d) (ag = + :3 and. 

2TI 14(e) ·(a _- = - -:-
3 

) clearly show that this is indeed the case. Figures . g 

lS(a) and lS{b) show lg, (2g, s = O)D.F. images of a stacking fault for 

a = ... 2rr and + 2TI 
3 3 

respectively when 2g is satisfied for a foil of 

varying thickness. 2TI The fringe contrast 'for a = - - case is much s.tronger . . 3 

than that. for a = + 2; at all thicknesses. However, the corresponding 

B.F. images shown in Figures lS(c) and lS(d), clearly show the ocillations 

'in intensity with changing foil thickness. Since the contrasty or nori-

contrasty nature of the dark field fault fringes is determined by the sign 

of a only, and is independent of the thickness, the method is particular;Ly 

useful for analysing the nature of faulted loops which do not intersect 

the foil surfaces. Thus, the method can be useful for analysing small 

·loops inside the foil provided the dark field conditions are satisfied~ 

A method to determine the nature of the stacking fault in HVEM has 

been presented. The method is developed from the results of experiments 
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and computer calculations using many-beam dynamical theory. The experi-

mental procedure can be summarized as follows: 

~ 

1) Obtain one systematic set of reflection conditions, e.g. ng 

2) Take lg D.F. micrographs when ±2g condition is satisfied 

( 111 ) 

3) Determine the slope of the fault plane by the usual method (the actual 

fault plane indices are not re~uired). 

For analysis, from (2) the sign of the phase angle change a at a 

fault can be determined by applying the rule that the fringe-contrast is 

27T . ' 27T . 
much stronger for a = -

3 
case than a = + 3 case. Combined with the 

knowledge of the slope of the fault plane, the nature of the fault can be 

readily determined. 

Since the rule of contrasty and non-contrasty is strictly thickness 

ihd~pendent·only when exact 2g conditions are satisfied, the presence of 

Kikuchi lines is most helpful. The method is useful for defects contained 

inside foils. 

C. Determination of Stacking Fault Energy 

Many experiments have been performed to determine stacking fault 

energies through the resolution of partials of extended dislocations in 

crystals using the weak beam technique. So far the experimental investiga

tions 9 •21•38 •41 have primaril{\;~een done at _100 kV with a number of pre-. 

1 . . d" h. h 1 ' 11,42,43 · ~m1nary stu 1es at 1g vo tages It is of interest to determine 
, ... 

if the weak beam methqd'''is also useful for high resolution at high voltage, 

especially since at high voltage thicker specimens are normally used be-· 

cause they are more representative of bulk materials. 

Theoretical calculatio~s an_d experim~nts11 have indicated that 
'! 

relatively narrow dislocat,ion image's can be obtained at high voltages. 

':: .. 

:.; .. 

~ ·-

' 
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9 10 ' 44 45 
Theoretical analyses by Cockayne et al., Cockayne and Sandstrom ' 

' ..:;2 -1 ' 
showed that, if the deviation parameter I sg ll 2 x 10 A· for the weak-

beam is satisfied, the width of a dislocation image at 1 MeV should be 

as narrow as that at 100 kV. However, in practice, for low index 

reflections such as < 111 ·} , ( 200· } , < 220 } etc., which are most often used 

~ ' . 
for contrast studies, the values of n (n for ng reflecting condition 

satisfied) required to obtain a large enough Is I to satisfy the weak
g 

beam conditio~ at high voltage can be very large, e.g; n :;:= 44 for the 

(111) reflection of Si {the approximate ri value for typical elements are 

listed in Table I). 

Thus at high voltages, weak-beam imaging leads to_ the following 

difficulties: 

1) Very high order reflections are often difficult to obtain, even with 

the existence of clear Kikuchi patterns. 

2) Non-systematic reflections, whose influence on the image contrast 

are not ·yet well-treated by theoretical analysis, are much more likely 

to be excited to an extent such that they cannot be ignored. 

3) The image intensity for weak-beam work may well be too weak to be 

.practical, even at high voltages, because of other .limitations in 

resolution (mechanical and electrical stability, etc.). 

In order to find out whether the weak-beam method is practically 

useful at high voltages, we have applied the method to investigate dislo-

cation loops formed in ion-implanted silicon. The date is compared to 

h b . d . h h' h d b . h f" ld. h d~1 • 34 t ose o ta1ne us1ng t e . 1g or er r1g t 1e met o . 

1. Experiments 

Specimens of boron-implanted silicon were annealed at 700°C for 

1/2 hour in vacuum and chemically thinned. The resulting thin foils were 
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then examined in a Hitachi-650 HVEM at 650 kV. Specimenswere tilted to 
-~ 

near (101) orientation, arid care was taken to ensure that the g = [lll] 

systematic reflection conditions were maintained. Micrographs of high 
~ ~ 

order bright field (from +Sg to -6g) and corresponding weak....:beam images 

(in ±g) were taken. Examples are shown in Figure 16 •. For loops lying 

on the (111) plane, with edges elongated along ( 112 ) , the Burgers vectors 

were identified to be I < ll? )~, (Figure 16). Examination of the series 

of micrographs showed that these loops are dissociated, although con-

stricted at some places, and the partials of the edge parts of the dis-

locations are resolved when the 3g, 4g, Sg, conditions are satisfied for 

both B.F. and weak-beam images. The weak-beam micrograph obtained in 

~ 

Sgs = 0 is shown in Figure 16c. It can be seen tha.t the loop A with b = 

~ 

1/2[10l] and loops B and· C with b = l/2[0ll] are dissociated. Loop D with 

~ - ~~ 

b = 1/2[110] shows residual contrast, since g.b = 0 in this case. The 

average separation of the-non-constricted part of the extended disloca

tions was measured to be 75 ± loA from microdensitometer trac,es taking 

into account possible magnification errors from the ~electron microscopy. 

The measured separation of partials is about the same as that obtained 

21 by Ray and Cockayne for single dislocations in pure silicon measured at 

100 kV. The stacking fault eqergy can then be calculated from the elas..:. 

ticity theory of dislocations. In the isotropic case46 and anisotropic 

47 2 2 
cas~ , the values are determined to be 45 ± 6 erg/em and 51 ± 7 erg/em , 

respectively 

2; Computer Calculations 

The contrast of dissociated dislocation has also been calculated 

'I 
I 

\ 

using the many-beam dynamical equations_.' The calculation has been performed 
t _;;·;'·;. 

'" 
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for 650 kV conditions using a 13-beam approximation. The foil thickness 

was estimated tobe 430oA corresponding to that for Figure 16. Contrast 

for various depths of the defect from the.upper foil surface at different 

diffraction condition was calculated. Figure 17 shows the B.F and weak 

beam D.F. image profiles of extended dislocations for the 5th order 

reflection satisfied, for a dislocation with Burgers vector 1/2[0li] lying 

on the (111) plane. The separation of the two partials is 75A. The 

general shape of the dissociated dislocation profiles match well with 

the microdensitometer traces of the micrographs and the corresponding 

·separation of the partials is also close to what was measured in the weak 

beam case (Figure lb). Thus confidence can be placed on the usefulness 

on the 13 beam dynamical contrast calculations at highvoltages. 

3. Summary and Conclusions 

Weak beam and high order bright field imaging methods have been 
\ 

applied to dislocation loops in Boron-implanted silicon. The loops have 

been resolved to be dissociated, and the stacking fault energy has been 

calculated to be 45 ± 6 erg/cm2 for the isotropic case and 51 ± 7 erg/cm2 

for anisotropic case. The resolution of the projected separation of 
··\ . ~ ... 

partials is about 6oA, when the third to the fifth order reflection 

-+ 
conditions are satisfied for g = [111]. This indicates that weak beam 

imaging is practical and advantageous in high voltage electron microscopy, 

as well as at 1~0 kV. 
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III. PSEUDOPOTENTIAL CALCULATIONS OF STACKING FAULT 
ENERGIES IN DIAMOND CUBIC STRUCTURE 

ELEMENTS AND ZINC BLENDE STRUCTURE COMPOUNDS 

A. Calculation of SFE in Silicon 

1. Formulation of the Problem and Calculation 

As discussed by Hodges14 and in the introduction, second order 

perturbation theory should give adequate results for evaluating stacking 

fault energies; this is primarily so because such a fault is a rearrangement 

of atoms at constant density. This eliminates volume dependent·effects 

which are so sensitive to electron-electron correlations and make the 

Hartree (mean field) approximation a reasonable one to trea.t many-

electron effects. In addition; since the tetrahedral coordination of 

22· 
each atom is preserved, the so-called bond charge does not get appreciably 

disturbed and, therefore, the non-linear screening properties remain 

unch~nged throughout the calculation. Under these conditions the energy 

of formation of a stacking fault, neglecting correlation and exchange 

contributions~ .is given by14 

where 

<f>(q) 

2 4 
vb(q) q 

= -
(41Te2)2 

(ALl) 

(Al. 2) 

vb(q) is the screened PP form factor, E
0

(q) is the Lindhard-Hartree 

dielectric function, 15 Z is the valence of th~ ions (Z·= 4 for silicon), 

o~ ~ 
S (q) is. the structure factor for the perfect lattice and S(q) is the 

structure· factor for the lattice with the stac:king fault. We must now: 
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(a) Choose a good PP form factor vb(q) and express it in a convenient 

form so as to be able to integrate Eq. (Al.l); 

(b) calculate the structure factors s0 and S; •· 

(c) evaluate Eq. (Al.l) . 

1.1 The PP Form Factors. The experimentally fitted values of the 

screened PP form factors, as given by Au-Yang and Cohen20 are given in 

Table II. For our pruposes, since we need vb (q) as a continuous function 

of q, it is necessary to use an'accurate interpolationformula. We 

find it convenient to use48 

2 2 -1 
vb(q) = Aq + B)[C exp(Dq) + 1] 

for q ~ 1.~12 a.u. with 

·A = 0 •. 1449 ·c = o.0061 D = 1.3568 

For smaller values of q (0.865 ~ q ~ 1.612) we use a quadratic form 

2 
vb(q) = -1.6545 + 2~0399 q- 0.6288 q 

(Al.3) 

(Al.4) 

(A1.5) 

In all these formulae q is the atomic units (inverse Bohr radii) and 

·vb is expressed in Rydbergs. Values of vb for q < 0.865 are not needed 

in the calcul~tion. 

1.2. The Structure Factors. We may think of a: perfect silicon 

crystal as being made by.the proper stacking of (111) type of atomic 

. planes. Each of these planes contains a hexagonal (closed packed) 

arrangement of silicon atoms,~ '±he nearest neighbor separation of 

atoms in each of these planes is 

a//2 = (10.26/12) a.u. = 7.26 a.u. (A1.6) 
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The two basic (period) vectors in these planes are 

(Al. 7) 

There are three kinds of planes, labelled A, B and C and such that 

-+ 
A has an atom at TA = 0 

-+ 1 -+ -+ -+ 
B has an atom at TB -(t. + t2) - T 

3 1 

I -+ -+ 
C has an atom at Tc = - T 

in their respective planes. We build now the perfect lattice by following 

the stacking prescription: 

···AABBCCAABBCCAA··· 

such that two consecutive planes of the same kind are separated by a 

-+ -+ 
distance (perpendicular to t

1 
and t

2
) 

el = a/3/4 = 4.44 a.u. 

r-· 
and two consecutive planes of different kind are separated by 

e2 ~ a/3/12 = 1.48 a.u. 

Since the j>lanes come always in pairs (AA), or (BB), or (CC), we can 

denote-each pair by its corresponding primed letter, and, therefore, the 

silicon perfect crystal is given by 
~.-;. . ~ 

\• :·, v 

••• A I B I cIA I B I cf~ •• 

. . 

(A1.9) 

each double plane being separated from its nearest neighbors by a distance 
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e = el + 82 = 5.92 a.u. • 

An intrinsic stacking fault is now obtained by eliminating one 

double plane (two atomic planes), i.e., 

···A'B'C'B'C'A'··· (Al.lO) 

This is the lowest energy fault, since it preserves the tetrahedral 

environment of each silicon atom. It has, however, a small sequence . 

[B'C'B'C'] 

which corresponds to a wurtzite (rather than diamond) type structure. 

· We may remark now that since the diamond structure- in the fcc structure 

with a basis (two atoms per unit cell), and since Eqs. (Al. 9) and {Al.lO) 

14 
,sequences are identical to those discussed by Hodges· .. for the fcc 

intrinsic fault, our structure factors can only differ from his by a 

correction factor which takes the basis into account 

+ +7 + 
sd. d(q) = [1 + exp{-iq•tj1)] sf (q) 
. 1.amon cc 

(Al.ll) 

where 

(Al.l2) 

This relationship Eq. (Al.ll) applies hoth to the perfect and the 

. stacking fault structures. We, therefore, obtain our· structure factors . 

'a easily by applying Eq. (Al.ll) and extracting Sfcc and Sfcc directly from· 

'Hodges's results. 
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1.3. Evaluation of the Integrals. The evaluation of Eq. (ALl) 

14 15 
follows the standard procedure ' of separating the integral into 

singular and non-singular parts. The singular contribution is obtained 

analytically and reduced to the summation of a finite series. 

The nonsingular part is integrated numerically using the values of 

-+ 
vb(q) given by Eqs. (A1.3) and (Al.S) and the analytical expressions of 

Lindhard's dielectric function £
0

(q). 15 The results are 

w x 2.35 x 1o~5 Ryd 

where W is the area of the Stacking fault •. Reduction to cgs units yields 

2. Discussion 

2 = 18 ergs/em 

The quoted experimental values for the intrinsic stacking £ault 
2 . ; 2 

energy in silicon range from 50 erg/em (Ref. 49) to 55 erg/em (Ref. 21). 

The latest value is considered more accurate and reliable. Our results 

. . 14 so are in fairly good agreement with expen.ment. ' The approximations 

involved in our calculation are: 

(1) Those inherent in the PP formalism; 

(2) second order perturbation theory, including 

(2a) lack of inclusion of non-:linear screening (influence of bond 
.' v charges); 

(3) empirical pp £orm factors; 

(4) local PP approximation; 

(5) Hartree approximation (no exchange and correlation corrections); 

(6) numerical and rounding off errors. 

.• 
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Of these we have tried to keep (6) to a reasonable value so as to 

ensure two significant figures of the final result; (1) is probably 

negligible if taken in conjuction with (3) ;
17 ,(4) ·,is a very good 

approximation for silicon arid other elements in its row of the periodic 

17 
table but may not be adequate for heavier or lighter elements. 

Second order perturbation theory, (2) and (2a), and the use of 

Ha'rtree screening (5) are the most difficult approximations to justify. 

On the negative side we may say that: 

(i) It is known22 , 51 that the covalent bonding character of 

diamond-type semiconductors is, to some extent, a consequence of the 

breakdown of second-order perturbation theory. 

' . 52 ' 
(ii) As :shown by Heine and Jones, the energy gap in silicon, , 

with a total value of 0·16 Ryd, canbe thought of as a sum of 0·04 Ryd 

from first-order terms and 0•12 Ryd from second-order corrections. 

Second-order corrections to the gap are equivalent to fourth-order 

perturbation terms in the total energy. 

' . 53 ,. (iii) Harrison has proved that in ·s,econd~order perturbation 
, ·I ~ j I 

l /. 

theory--albeit with different form factors from those we have used,.;.-

silicon in unstable in the diamond structure: its stable phase would 

be hexagonal close-packed. 

( 0•') ·:Re·.·', kl8,54-56 h d d 'h,. h. h d . . 
,. · :1v · cent wor as emonstrate t at xg er or er terms. 1.n 

the perturbation series are of importance even for relative.ly simple 

metals.· 

On the other hand, 

(a) Since the stacking fault calculation involves no volume change, 

' ' 15 
exchange ~nd correlation effects are reduced to a minimum and a 
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necessary---although by no means sufficient--condition for the validity 

of second-order perturbation theory is satisfied~ 

(b) Williams and Weaire57 have proved that higher order terms, 

though significant, are very small, much smaller than second-order terms. 

(c) In the evaluation of the integral Eq. (Al.l) the difference 

vanishes for values of q smal~er than G1 = 0. 865 a. u. (this is the 

smaylest non~vanishing projection of a reciprocal lattice vector on to 

the stacking fault plane). Therefore, the dielectric function t::
0

(q) 

is needed only for q > G1 , i.e., a region outside the range where the 

semiconducting character of the crystal and the bond charge makes a 

sizeable difference. 

In summary, second-order perturbation theory is, in principle, a 
·.;. 

·rather dubious approximation for this kind of calculation~ It is, 

therefore, surprising that our agreement with experiment is so good;. 

This, of course, may be fortuitous, but it may also suggest that the 

approximations we have used are, in fact, better than usually thought. 

The calculation was, therefore, extended to other diamond cubic 

structure elements and zinc blende structure compounds to test the 

validity of the present approach. 

B. Calculations of SFE-in Carbon, Germanium and Grey Tin 

The formulation follows exactly that of Section III-A. The 

parameters used are listed in Table III; all<::quantities are in atomic 

Rydberg units. The experimental (fitted) values of the screened PP 

. 20 
form factor as given by Au-Yang and Cohen are given in Table ,II. 

.. 
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As in the calculation for silicon, we use two interpolation formulae: 

48 
either that of Failcov and Golin 

2 . 2 1 
= (Aq + B) [C exp{Dq' ) + lC (1) 

or a quadratic form 

(2) 

The parameters in (1) and/or (2) are chosen so as to obtain a continuous 

function of q. The fitted values follow. 

(1) Diamond: 

We use formula (1) for the whole needed range q > q = 1.320 with 
c 

A= 0.2678 

C = 4.579 X 10-7 

(2) Germanium: 

We use (1) for q ~ 1.469 with 

. A= 0.0896 

t = 4.629 X 10_6. 

and (2) for 1.469 ~ q ~ qc = 0.832 with 

E = -1.075 F = 3.067 

(3) Grey tin: 

We use (1) for q ~ 1. 287 with 

A= 0.089 

C = 1.874 X 10-3 

and (2) for 1~287 ~ q ~ q = 0.728 with 
c 

E = 0.8404 F = -1.304 

B = -1.514 

D=1.716 

B = ;...0.2366 

D = 2.988 

G = -2.229 

·B = -0.1594 

D = 2.825 

G = 0.2757 
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The structure factors and method of calculation are exactly the same 

as those in Section III-A. The results are listed in Table IV. 

So far only the experimental data for the SFE of Ge is available. 

41 Haussermann and Schaumberg observed the separation of' two partials 

of extended 60° and edge dislocatimis to be 54 ± t1A by means of the 

weak beam method in electron microscopy. 9 From the dislocation theory 

of crystals, edge dislocations may dissociate into two partial dislocations 

with larger separation. Since Haussermann and Schaumberg do not give 

detailed account of specific values of separation for specific type 

of dislocation, and since edge dislocations are in general separated 

into partials with larger -distances than 60° ones, we take 65A (the 

upper value they quote) as the separation between partials of an edge. 

dislocation. In such a case with the assumption of isotropic elasticity, 

2 the SFE can be calculated to be 38 erg/em • The relation between 

equilibrium separation of two partial dislocations and the SFE has 

. 46 . 
been taken from Read, and we have used the isotropic elastic const~nt 

. 58 
from the listcompiled by Gshneidner. For the anistropic case, 

. 59 putting the anistropic elastic constant compiled by Hunt1ngton into 

47 2 
the equation derived by Chou and Eshelly, the SFE is 45 erg/em . 

It is encouraging to se,e that the theoretical va.lue' although smaller 

than both experimental estimates, gives the same kind of agreement 

as that in silicon. 
' 

The calculated SFE for diamond seems to be much too large, even 

after taking into account the extremely strong bonding properties of .. 

the C-C links. It is, however, known that the PP method. converges 

rather slowly
17 

for elements in the seco~d row of\the periodic table, 
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where no p-electrons exist in the core. The value in Table III, 

although indicative and probably correct in order of magnitude, should 

not be considered an accurate one. 

The·' theoretical value of the SFE for grey tin suggests that the 

extended dislocation separation for this unstable phase of Sn should be 

very large. Th:i,s can be easily measured in principle in the electron 

microscope. 

We have tested the sensitivity of our results to the accuracy of 
0 . 

the interpolation formulae (1) and (2), and we have found that the 

values quoted in Table III change by a negligible o·.s% at most {f a 

reasonable change of 20% is induced in the position Qf the zero. of vb (q) 

C. PP Calculation of SFE in Zinc Blende Structure Compounds 

The natural extension of the PP c.alculation of SFE of diamond 

cubic structure elements is to that of zinc blende 'structure compounds. · 

not only is the formulation almost the same'~: but also the results should 

be interesting i.ri view of the fact that·there is a similar favorable 

open structure and hence potentially the same general agreement between 
'· 

th~oretical and experimental values of SFE as found. in silicon and 

germanium. 

For zinc blende structure compounds, the basis of the fcc lattice 

is c.omposed of two different ~toms. The screening of atomic potential 

at these two atomic sites is, therefore, different. It is straightforward 

to show that ion-ion interaction can still be neglected and 
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Z2e2 f 
4 

1 LlE = 
q 

£o(q){£o{q) - l} S. F. (2n) 2 (4ne2)2 2 z 

X 4 (cos2(¥) v2 + . z(i:l) v2) 
s s1n 2 A 

{jsf (q) 12- !so < >l2l 
-+ 

dq cc fcc q 

where 
. -+ -+ 

Vl{q) + V2(q) -+ 
vs{q) = 

2 

-+ -+ 
.·· ... ··>·· vl {q) V2{q) -+ 

VA(q) = 2 

are the synmietrical and anti-symmetrical parts of the form factor 

respectively, and 1,2 refer to different atoms. 

We chose,to calculate SFE of eleven compounds (GaP, GaAs, AlSb, 

InP, GaSh, In:As, IriSh, ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe and CdTe) as their PP were 

. 17 
conveniently fitted to experimenta~ data by Coheriand Heine. 

The symmetric parts of the form factors were obtained by a 

workable scheme developed by Cohen and Heine. 17 

For GaAs, ZnSe, AlSb and InP, the symmetric form factor can be 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

taken to be the Ge form factor. For InSb and CdTe, the grey-tin form 

factor can be taken for the symmetric form factor. For GaSh, InAs 

and ZnTe, an average of Ge and Sn form factors cari be used for the 

symmetric fornt factors, and anaverage of Ge and Si can be used for the 

symmetric form factors for GaP and ZnS. 

The asymmetrical part of form factors are listed in Table V. The 

data were obtained by least square fits utilizing a function of the 

form 
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The coefficients for various compounds are also listed in T~ble V. 
\ 

The related parameters are listed in Table VI. The results are listed 

in Table IV. It is noteworthy that the results clearly show the 

symmetrical part of the V(q) weights much more heavily than the 

anti-symmetrical part. Also all theoretical values obtained here are 

positive compared to the negative values obtained for some fcc metals 

14 by Hodges. The dislocation structure in compounds such as GaAs has 

long been studied by transmission electron microscopy, and it should 

be interesting to investigate whether the dislocations in such compounds 

are dissociated, as its SFE is calculated to be as low as that of 

germanium. 
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Table I · 

Numbers· of the Order of Refle'ction Satisfying the Criterion 

-29-1 !sgl = 2 x 10 A for Typical Elements 
·. :~ 

Element Reflection 1 MeV 650 keV 

Si 111 44 32 

0 
220 16 (a . = 5.43A) 11 

0 

Al(a = 
. 0 

4.04A) 
0 

111 24 17 

Au(a0 = 0 

4.07A) 200 18 13 

0 

Ag(a
0 

= 4.08A) 220 7 6 

111 19 14 

Cu(a0 = 3. 6IA) 200 14 10 

220 7 5 
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Table II 

Screened Pseudopotential From Factors For Diamond Structure Elements 

c Si Ge a-Sn 

q v(q) q v(q) q v(q) q v(q) 

1.62 -0.811 0.898 -0.33 . o. 899 -0.34 0.787 -0.23 

2.648 0.337 1.037 -0.215 1.039 -0.203 0.909 -0.215 . 

3.106 0.132 1.467 -0.015 1.469 -0.043 1.287 -0.01 . 

3.24 0.041 1. 720 0.039 1. 723 0.035 1.509 0.02 

1.797 0.055 1.8 0.05 1.575 0.02 

2.076 0.079 2.08 0.052 1.819 0.006 

2.262 0.056 2.266 0.01 >1.982 0 

2.319 0.04 >2.324 0 

' 

. 
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Table III 

Parameters of Diamond Cubic Elements 

/ .. 

Elements Cubic Lattice Fermi Smallest Projection Density of 
Constant A Wavevector of a reciprocal atoms in 

0 
kf lattice vector onto the fault 

'• the fault plane G1 plane w 

\ 

c 6.730 1.4595 1.3204 0.0510 

Si 10.265 0.9569 0.8657 0.0219 

Ge 10.681 0.9196 ' o. 8320 0.0202 

; 

a.-Sn 12.212 0.8043 0.7276 0.0155 

,, 
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Table IV : : 

Calculated Values of SFE 

Elements· or Stacking Fault Ener_gy 
Compounds Atomic Units cgs Units 

c 7.97 X 10-4 
620 

Si 2.35 X 10-5 
18 

Ge 1.16 X 10-5 
9 

a-Sn 1.28 X 10-6 
1 

'caP 1.59 X 10-5 12.4 
' 

' 

GaAs 1.07 X 10-5 
8.3 

A1Sb 9.89 X 10-6 
7.7 

InP 1.04 X 10-5 
8.1 

•. GaSh 5.01 X 10-6 
3.9 

InAs 5.27 X 10-6 
4.1 

InSb 1.28 X 10-6 
1.0 

' 

ZnS 1.32 X 10-S 10.3 

ZnSe 8.61 X 10-6 
6.7 

--

ZnTe 4.24 X 10""6 
3.3 

CdTe 8.99 X 10 -7 0.7 
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Table V 

Asymmetrical Part of Form Factors of 
Zincblende Compounds and Coefficients of Their Least Square Fit 

Compoul'tds v3A v4A vn 
A 

0'. B 

GaP 0.12 0.07 0.02 0.1917 0.5579 

GaAs 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.09238 0.5498 

AlSb 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.076313 0.4197 

Iri.P 0.07 0.05 0~01 0.1095 0.6278 

GaSh 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.1207. 0.7663 

' 

IriAs 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.09224 0.3441 

InSb 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.1723 1.0847 

ZnS 0.24 0.14 0.04 0.3830 0.5493 

ZnSe 0.18 0.12 0.03 o. 3133 0.6234 

ZnTe 0.13 0.10 0.01 0.3533 1.0832 

CdTe 0.15 0.09 0.04 0.1968 0.5589 
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Table VI 

Parameters of Zincblende Compounds 

Compounds Cubic Lattice Fermi Smallest Projection Density of 
0 

Constant A Wavevector of a reciprocal atoms in 
lattice vector onto the fault 
the fault plane G

1 
plane w 

-

GaP 10.3034 0.9533 0.8624 0.0218 

GaAs 10.6875 0.9190 0.8314 0.0202 

AlSb 11.5968 0.8469 0.7662 0.0172 . 

InP 11.0940 0.8853 0.8010 0.0188 

GaSh 11.5652 0.8493 0.7683 0.0173 

InAs 11.4102 0.8610 0. 7788 ,0.0177 ' 
InSb 12.2461 0.8020 0.7256 0.0154 

ZnS 10.2255 0.9605 0.8690 0.0221 

ZnSe 10.7138 0.9167 0.8294. 0.0201 

ZnTe 11.4934 
' 

o. 8546 o. 7731 0.0175 

CdTe 12.2495 0.8018 0. 7254 0.0154 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

-+ 
[200] in Al-4%Cu FIG. 1. g = images 

a) (g, g) D.F. 

b) (O,g) B. F. 

c) (-g,3g) W.B. 

FIG. 2. . g = [200] images in 304 Stainless Steel 

a) (0,3g) B.F. 

b) (O,g) B.F. 

c) (g,g) D.F. 

d) (-g,3g) W.B. 

FIG. 3. g = [220] B. F. and W.B. images in B+ implanted Silicon 

a) (O,g) 

b) (-g,g) 

c) (0,1. 75g) 
... 

d) (-g,l. 75g) 

e) (0,2g) 

f) (-g,2g) 

g) (0,3g) 

FIG. 4. Image separation for defect a in Fig. 1 vs. reflecting condition. 

FIG. 5. Dislocation dipole profiles g = ·[2,20] 
,Ill/, 

8 6oX 
j ,. ):· 

1- a) 1). 9) ~· . (0, g) 2). 10). (-g,. g) 
0 

4). (-g;2g) 9 - 16 lOOA 3) • 11). (0, 2g) 12). 

5) • 13). (0, 3g) 6) . 14). (-g, 3g) 

7). 15). (0, 4g) 8). 16) •. (-g; 4g) 

~.' 

~ 

.,. 
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h). 1). 9) • (0, 1. 05g) 2). 10).(-g, 1. 05g) 

3). 11). (0, 2 .05g) 4). 12).(-g, 2.05g) 

5). 13). (0, 3.05g) 6). 14).(-g, 3.05g) 

7). 15). (0, 405g) 8). 16).(-g, 4.05g) 

0 

t = 2500A d = 0 

625A 
-+ 
b = 1/2 [101] 

6. Illustration of Fig. 3 ' various parameters 

a) Image separation 

b) Image visibility 

c) Image width vs. reflecting conditions 
' 

7. g = [111] B. F. and W.B. . . B+ 1.mages 1.n implanted Silicon 

1). (-g, 5g) 

3). (..,.g, 4g) 

5). (-g, 3g) 

7). (-g, 2g) 

8. W.B. visibility 

-+ -+ 

vs. 

2). (0, 5g) 

4). (0, 4g) 

6).. (0, 3g) 

8). (0, 2g) 

reflecting conditions 

g = [220] b = 1/2 [101] t = 25ooA. 

60Adipole 

9. W.B. visibility vs. depth (625~1250!) 

0 

in Fig. 8. d = 625A 

at J~ . g thickness 

ll:d = 6251 

O:d = 94o.A 

for same system as 

FIG. 10. W.B. visibility vs. thickness (2500 ~4400A) ,for same system. 

as in Fig. 8. d = 625! 

FIG. 11. a) Image separation 

b) Image width 

c) Image visibility vs. diffracting conditions at different 

accelerating voltages for same system as in Fig. 8. 
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FIG. 12. a) 
2rr 

Computed profiles of D.F. images for a = ± :3 when second 

order reflection conditions are satisfied. The thickness of the 

f il . f 4~ sc . 1§ . o var1es rom .,g to .,g 1n '4 g 1ncrements. 

b) B.F. image profiles corresponding to Fig. l(a). 

FIG. 13. Pictures produced by imaging processing technique corresponding 

to the cases shown in Fig. 1. 

FIG. 14. · a) lg D.F. micrograph for g = [220] 

b) and c) Geometrical configuration 

d) 

e) 

2g D.F. micrograph ag = (+ 2
;) 

2rr -2g D.F. micrograph a =(~ --3 ) . g 

FIG. 15. Micrographs showing contrast differences for 2g D.F. and B.F. 

f + 2rr . h. k or a = - :3 at var1ous t 1c nesses. 

FIG. 16. Dissociated dislocation loops in boron-implanted silicon 

a) 5g W.B. 

b) 5g B.F. for b = ~[lOl] 

c) 5g W.B. 

d) Geometrical configuration 

FIG. 17. Computed dissociated dislocation image profiles 
/ -

a) B. F. 

b) W.B. 
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Fig . 2 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the. United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
.any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights . 
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